
KLTO-FM 
ISSUES/PROGRAMS QUARTERLY REPORT 

 3rd QUARTER 2023

DATE TIME DURATION PROGRAM
NAME

ISSUE

7/1/2023-9-30-23  5 per day, 
6am 
-Midnight

:30 sec 
each

All shows  Crimestoppers ran add of wanted 
criminals in the area for tips leading to 
their arrest

7/01/2023 – 
7/4/2023

2 per day
6am - 
midnight

:30 sec 
each

 All shows  Ran PSA to promote Firework safety 
for 4th of July 

07/01/23 5 mins : Jaime Interviewed Sol Bautista and 
promoted Plaza calle 7 hispanic 
fextival 

7/15/23 to 7/30/23 6 per day 
6am - 
midnight

:30 seconds 
each

 All shows PSA for Diabetes awareness  

07/07/23 1p :5 mins  Jaime Interviewed Waco Pd officer Sofia for 
their back to school event 

07/13/23 4p :15 seconds JAIME Luigi Perdomo Immigration Lawyer 
spoked to audience regarding 
immigration law and took questions 
from audience 

08/01/23 to 9/30/23 3 x per day 
6am - 
midnight

:30 seconds All Shows PSA for Fentanyl Awareness PSA

8/1/23 to 9/30/23 2 x per day 
6am - 
Midnight

:30 seconds All shows PSA for family unity “Palabras 
Habladas”



8/1/23 to 8/23/23 5 per day 
6 am 
-midnight

:30 seconds All shows Ran PSA to promote Back to School 
Safety 

08/15/23 12:00:00 
PM

5 mins Jaime Waco Pd promoted back to school 
safety

09/07/23 2p 5 mins Jaime  Interviewed Daniela to promote eating 
locally for an upcoming event that 
promoted local restaurants 

09/13/23 01:00:00 
PM

 5 mins Jaime Interviewed Jerry Dias to promote 
Mexican Charro event in Buffalo 
Texas

9/20/23 to 9/24/23 4 x per day 
10am - 
1pm

 :20 
seconds 
each 

 All shows   Promoted a benefit for a young man 
that lost his life in car wreck. Played 
PSAs and live broadcast from the 
event.

9/1 to 9/30 5 per day 
6 am 
-midnight

 :60 
seconds

All Shows Waco Crimestoppers  is a local non 
profit organization that assists local 
law enforcemnt agencies. You can 
report tips anonymously and 
sometimes there are cash rewards. The 
tip line is 254-753-HELP, or submit 
your tip online at 
wacocrimestoppers.org. 

 


